CHAPTER 6 - CLEARING, GRADING, FILLING AND DRAINAGE
"URBAN SERVICES STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES"
CITY OF PORT ANGELES - PUBLIC WORKS & UTILITIES DEPARTMENT

6.01

GENERAL

6.01.1

APPLICABILITY

The standards and requirements contained in this chapter are promulgated pursuant to the Clearing and Grading
Ordinance of the City of Port Angeles and shall be the minimum standards and requirements for the protection of
vegetation and soil during any changes being made to the surface of the land through clearing, grading, filling,
and/or construction or modification of natural or constructed drainage facilities in the City. Where there are
conflicts or differences between these standards and City Ordinances, the City Ordinances shall apply.
6.01.2

PURPOSE

The purpose of these standards and requirements include, but are not limited to, the following:
1. To promote the public health, safety, and general welfare of the citizens and protect public and private
resources of the City without preventing the reasonable use, development, and maintenance of land;
2. To avoid or minimize impacts of clearing and grading as a component of land disturbance activities to
adjacent and downstream public or private property;
3. To encourage site development on public and private property, including clearing, excavation, and filling in
such a manner as to minimize hazards to life, health, and property;
4. To preserve and enhance the physical and aesthetic character of the City by preventing untimely and
indiscriminate removal or destruction of trees and ground cover;
5. To preserve, replace, or enhance the natural qualities of lands, watercourses, and aquatic resources,
preserve and protect priority fish and wildlife habitats, minimize water quality degradation and the
sedimentation of creeks, streams, ponds, lakes, wetlands, marine waters, and other water bodies, and
preserve and enhance beneficial uses;
6. To minimize surface water runoff and diversion, which may contribute to flooding;
7. To reduce siltation in City streams, lakes, storm sewer systems, and public roadside improvements;
8. To reduce the risk of slides and the creation of unstable building sites;
9. To promote building and site planning practices that are consistent with the City’s natural topography, soils,
and vegetative features while at the same time recognizing that certain factors such as disease, danger of
fallings, proximity to existing and proposed structures and improvements, interference with utility services,
protection of scenic views, and the realization of a reasonable enjoyment of property may require the
removal of certain trees and ground cover;
10. To ensure prompt development, restoration, and replanting and effective erosion control of property after
land clearing and grading;
11. To promote site development planning and building practices that provide for managing surface water
runoff on-site and are consistent with the City’s natural topography, vegetation cover, and hydrology;
12. To establish a City review process for land disturbing projects to ensure these regulations and goals are
met.
6.01.3

AUTHORITY

1. As provided herein, the City Engineer is given authority to interpret and apply, and the responsibility to
enforce, this chapter to accomplish the stated purpose.
2. The City Engineer may withhold, condition, or deny development permits or activity approvals to ensure that
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the proposed action is consistent with this chapter.

6.02

CLEARING AND GRADING PERMIT

6.02.1

WHEN A PERMIT IS REQUIRED

A Clearing and Grading Permit is required prior to any of the following:
1. Any clearing, filling, excavation, or grading in a critical area or critical area buffer.
2. Land disturbance of 7,000 square feet or more, or is part of a larger area of contiguous properties
developed under the same ownership, common plan of development, or sale.
3. Projects that result in 2,000 square feet or more of new plus replaced hard surfaces.
4. Fill and/or excavation of one hundred (100) cubic yards or more, even if the excavated material is used as
fill on the same site. [Quantities of fill and excavation are calculated separately and then added together
to determine the total quantity for the site.]
5. Clearing or grading that will likely penetrate the ground water table, including the construction of ponds
and reservoirs.
6. An excavation which is more than five (5) feet in depth or which creates a cut slope greater than five (5)
feet in depth or which creates a cut slope greater than five (5) feet in height and steeper than two units
horizontal in one unit vertical (2:1).
7. Any re-grading or paving on an area used for stormwater retention or detention or alteration of an existing
drainage course.
8. Any proposal to cut down or top by more than one quarter any tree(s) that are required to be preserved
by City code, plat condition, or other requirement.
6.02.2

EXEMPTIONS TO OBTAINING A PERMIT

The following activities do not require an approved Clearing and Grading Permit:
1. Land clearing, grading, filling, sandbagging, diking, ditching, or similar work during or after periods of
extreme weather or other emergency conditions that present immediate danger to life or property.
2. Land clearing ordered by the City Council for abatement of a public nuisance.
3. Clearing performed under the direction of the City Engineer within a public right-of-way or upon an
easement, for the purpose of installing and maintaining water, stormwater, sanitary sewer, power, cable, or
communication lines.
4. Cemetery graves.
5. Land disturbance that is less than 7,000 square feet, except those sites meeting any of the conditions listed
in Section 6.02.1, or where an adjacent area containing disturbed areas under the same ownership or chain
of ownership has been similarly exempted so that the combined area is one acre or more and final site
stabilization is not complete.
6. If a building permit is issued, no additional clearing, grading, or filling permit or associated fee will be
required. However, the standards established in this manual and by City ordinance shall be applied as a
condition of said building permit.
7. Forest practices regulated under RCW 76.09. Activities involving conversion of land to uses other than
commercial timber production are subject to clearing and grading regulations.
8. Refuse disposal sites controlled by other regulations.
9. Mining, quarrying, excavation, processing, or stockpiling of rock, sand, gravel, aggregate, or clay where
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established and provided by law provided such operations do not affect the lateral support of or increase the
stresses in or pressure upon any adjacent or contiguous property.
10. Agricultural crop management of existing and ongoing farmed areas as defined per RCW 84.34.020.
11. Routine landscape maintenance of existing landscaped areas on developed lots.
12. Routine maintenance of existing, constructed stormwater facilities located outside of a protected area,
including, but not limited to, detention/retention ponds, wetponds, sediment ponds, biofiltration swales,
water quality treatment facilities (e.g., filtration systems), and regional stormwater facilities that are
necessary to preserve the water quality treatment and flow control functions of the facility. This exemption
does not apply to any expansion or modification to existing excavated and constructed stormwater facilities.
13. Roadway repairs and overlays within a public street right of way for the purpose of maintaining the
pavement, curbing, or sidewalk of existing paved roadways.
NOTE: Exemptions 6 and 7 do not apply in Environmentally Sensitive Areas, Critical Areas, or Buffer Zones. In
addition, an exemption from a Clearing and Grading Permit does not exempt the person doing the work from
meeting all applicable federal, state, and local codes, standards, guidelines, regulations, and permit
requirements.
6.02.3

DURATION OF PERMIT

The Clearing and Grading Permit shall be effective for one year from the date of issuance but may, with the
explicit approval of the City Engineer, be extended for an additional one year period. The fee schedule for the
review of plans and the permit are as detailed in Chapter 3.70.110 of the Port Angeles Municipal Code (PAMC).
While the fee schedule reflects separate review activities, only one permit for clearing, grading, filling, and
drainage will be issued per applicant for a specific project. A current schedule of the fees is available upon
request.
6.02.4

CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO ALL PERMITS

The following conditions shall apply to all clearing and grading permits:
1. Notify the City at least forty-eight (48) hours before commencing any land disturbing activity.
2. Notify the City of completion of any erosion control and or vegetation protection measures within forty-eight
(48) hours after their completion.
3. Obtain approval in writing from the City for any plan changes.
4. Meet all applicable minimum standards as described below in Section 6.03.
5. Install all control measures as identified in the approved plans.
6. Maintain all road drainage systems, stormwater drainage systems, LID facilities/BMPs, erosion control
BMPs, and other facilities whether or not they are identified in the plans.
7. Repair siltation or erosion damage to adjoining surfaces and drainage ways resulting from land disturbing
activities.
8. Inspect, maintain, install, modify, and/or repair the erosion control BMPs as needed to assure the continued
performance of their intended function. Inspections on projects that disturb one or more acres shall be
conducted by a Certified Erosion and Sediment Control Lead (CESCL) and a written record of said
inspections shall be kept on site at all times. Project site disturbing less than one acre may have a CESCL
or a person without CESCL certification conduct inspections. The CESCL or inspector shall be identified in
writing to the City and shall be present on-site or on-call at all times.
9. Provide safe and ready access to allow the City to enter the site for the purpose of inspecting for
compliance with the plans or for performing any work necessary to bring the site into compliance with the
plans.
10. Keep an up-to-date copy of the approved plans on the site.
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11. Ensure that all workmanship and materials are in accordance with City of Port Angeles standards and the
most current edition of the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) Standard
Specifications for Road, Bridge, and Municipal Construction.
12. Meet any and all additional conditions contained in, or referred by, the issued permit.
13. Submission and approval of a Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) meeting the
requirements of Section 6.05.
6.02.5

ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE AREAS

Construction within critical areas or their buffers shall be in compliance with the appropriate Chapter(s) of the
PAMC and shall be subject to the review of the Community and Economic Development Director.
Compliance with the regulations of this chapter does not constitute compliance with other federal, state,
or local regulations and permit requirements. The responsibility for determining the existence and
application of these requirements rests solely with the applicant; provided, that to the extent known, the
City will inform the applicant of other agency requirements or permits that may apply to a site such as:
Shoreline Substantial Development permits, Critical Area and Resource Lands regulations, Hydraulics
Permit Act permits, Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Section 404 Permits, and National Pollution Discharge Elimination System permits. The applicant is
responsible for complying with these requirements apart from the process established in these
regulations.
6.03

MINIMUM STANDARDS

See Section 6.04 to determine if a Construction SWPPP is required. Source control, runoff conveyance, and
treatment BMPs must be selected, implemented, and maintained in accordance with Volume II of the Department
of Ecology’s Stormwater Management Manual for Western Washington (SWMMWW) (2014).
6.03.1

GRADING

The following are the minimum standards for grading unless otherwise modified by an approved grading plan:
1. Grading shall not contribute to or create landslides, accelerated soil creep, or settlement of soils.
2. Natural land and water features, vegetation, drainage and other natural features of the site shall be
preserved to the greatest extent possible and in accordance with the approved plans.
3. Grading shall not create or contribute to flooding, erosion, increased turbidity, or siltation of a watercourse.
4. Groundcover and tree disturbance shall be minimized. Where trees are to be retained on site, a tree
protection plan shall be submitted to the City and approved prior to the beginning of any on-site clearing or
grading.
5. Grading operations shall be conducted and/or phased so as to expose the smallest practical area to erosion
for the least possible time.
6. Grading shall not divert existing watercourses.
6.03.2

CUTS AND FILLS

The following are the minimum standards for cutting and filling slopes; provided that some or all of these
provisions may be waived by the City Engineer for grading operations of a minor nature:
1. Cut slopes shall be no steeper than is safe for the intended use. Cut slopes greater than five (5) feet in
height shall be no steeper than two (2) horizontal to one (1) vertical, except where approved retaining walls
are to be installed.
2. Filling should only occur where the ground surface has been prepared by removal of vegetation and other
unsuitable materials or preparation of steps where natural slopes are steeper than five to one (5 to 1). Fill
slopes should not be constructed on natural slopes greater than two to one (2 to 1).
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3. Fill slopes shall be no steeper than is safe for the intended use. Fill slopes greater than five (5) feet in height
shall be no steeper than two (2) horizontal to one (1) vertical, except where approved retaining walls are
engineered and installed.
4. Steeper cut/fills may be permitted if supported by an approved geotechnical report.
5. Cut and fill slopes shall not encroach upon adjoining property without prior written approval of the adjacent
property owner.
6. Cut and fill slopes shall be provided with subsurface and surface drainage provisions to approved discharge
locations as necessary to retain the slope.
7. The faces of slopes shall be prepared and maintained to control erosion. Approved best management
practices (BMP’s) shall be initiated and/or installed as soon as possible and shall be maintained by the
owner.
8. Fill materials used as structural fill shall be compacted and tested in accordance with the requirements
applicable to support the planned use.
6.03.3

CRITICAL AREAS AND CRITICAL AREA BUFFERS

No land disturbing activity shall be permitted in a designated critical area or critical area buffer zone, except as
otherwise allowed by applicable laws and permits.
6.03.4

CLEAN-UP

Persons and/or firms engaged in clearing, grading, and filling, or drainage activities shall be responsible for
maintaining work areas free of debris or other material that may cause damage to or siltation of existing or new
facilities or have the potential of creating a safety hazard.
6.03.5

CONSTRUCTION PLAN

The CONSTRUCTION PLAN - GENERAL CONDITIONS in Chapter 1 of the Urban Services Standards and
Guidelines (Section 1A.085) shall apply to and be included on any plans dealing with clearing, grading, filling, or
drainage activities.
6.04

CONSTRUCTION STORMWATER POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN

6.04.01

THRESHOLDS

A Construction SWPPP is required for projects that require a Building Permit, Construction Stormwater Discharge
Permit, or Clearing and Grading Permit per Section 6.02, and meet the thresholds summarized below for Small or
Large Project Construction SWPPPs.
A Construction SWPPP is a document that describes the potential for pollution problems on a construction project
and explains and illustrates the measures to be taken on the construction site to control those problems. The
owner or lessee of the land being developed has the responsibility for Construction SWPPP preparation and
submission to the City. The owner or lessee may designate a qualified individual or individuals to prepare the
Construction SWPPP, but the owner or lessee retains the ultimate responsibility for environmental protection at
the site.
The Construction SWPPP shall be prepared as a separate stand-alone document. The Construction SWPPP
must be located on the construction site or within reasonable access to the site for construction and inspection
personnel, although a copy of the drawings must be kept on the construction site at all times.
The type of Construction SWPPP required depends on the stormwater requirements triggered.
A Large Project Construction SWPPP is required if any of the following criteria are met:


Project results in 5,000 square feet or more of new plus replaced hard surface area



Project results in 1 acre or more of land-disturbing activity
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Project grades/ fills 500 cubic yards or more

A Small Project Construction SWPPP is required if any of the following criteria are met:


Project results in greater than or equal to 2,000 square feet of new plus replaced hard surface area



Project results in greater than or equal to 7,000 square feet of land-disturbing activity



Project grades/ fills greater than or equal to 100 cubic yards

Small projects may use the Small Project Construction SWPPP template provided in Appendix E.
Projects that do not meet the thresholds listed above for Small Project Construction SWPPPs (i.e., project results
in less than 2,000 square feet of new plus replaced hard surface, less than 7,000 square feet of land-disturbing
activity, AND grades/ fills less than 100 cubic yards [including many single-family building sites]) are not required
to prepare a Small Project Construction SWPPP, but must still consider all of the 13 elements of Construction
Stormwater Pollution Prevention and develop controls for all elements that pertain to the project site.
6.04.02

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

General requirements for construction stormwater pollution prevention are outlined in Section 2.5.2 in Volume I of
the Department of Ecology’s SWMMWW (2014).6.05.03 THIRTEEN REQUIRED ELEMENTS
Each of the following 13 elements shall be considered and included in the Construction SWPPP unless site
conditions render the element unnecessary and the exemption is clearly justified in the narrative of the SWPPP:
1.

Mark Clearing Limits

2.

Establish Construction Access

3.

Control Flow Rates

4.

Install Sediment Controls

5.

Stabilize Soils

6.

Protect Slopes

7.

Protect Drain Inlets

8.

Stabilize Channels and Inlets

9.

Control Pollutants

10. Control Dewatering
11. Maintain BMPs
12. Manage the Project
13. Protect Low Impact Development BMPs
6.04.03

NARRATIVE

The Construction SWPPP shall consist of two parts, a narrative (Section 6.05.04) and drawings (Section 6.05.05).
All narrative items listed below must be addressed in the Construction SWPPP, if applicable to the site. A
checklist is provided in Appendix C of this chapter that can be used as a quick reference to determine if all the
major items are included in the Construction SWPPP.
1.

General Information on the Existing Site and Project:
a)

Project Description – Describe the nature and purpose of the construction project. Include the total
size of the area, any increase in existing impervious area; the total area expected to be disturbed by
clearing, grading, excavation, or other construction activities, including off-site borrow and fill areas;
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and the volumes of grading cut and fill that are proposed.
b)

Existing Site Conditions – Describe the existing topography, vegetation, and drainage. Include a
description of any structures or development on the parcel including the area of existing impervious
surfaces.

c)

Adjacent Areas – Describe adjacent areas, including streams, lakes, wetlands, residential areas, and
roads that might be affected by the construction project. Provide a description of the downstream
drainage leading from the site to the receiving body of water.

d)

Critical Areas – Describe areas on or adjacent to the site that are classified as critical areas. Critical
areas that receive runoff from the site shall be described up to ¼ mile away. The distance may be
increased at the discretion of the City. Describe special requirements for working near or within these
areas.

e)

Soil – Describe the soil on the site, giving such information as soil names, mapping unit, erodibility,
settleability, permeability, depth, texture, and soil structure.

f) Potential Erosion Problem Areas – Describe areas on the site that have potential erosion problems.
2.

Thirteen (13) Elements – Describe how the Construction SWPPP addresses each of the 13 required
elements. Include the type and location of BMPs used to satisfy the required element. Include the type and
location of BMPs used to satisfy the required element. Often using a combination of BMPs is the best way
to satisfy required elements. If an element is not applicable to a project, provide a written justification for
why it is not necessary.

3.

Construction Phasing – Describe the intended sequence and timing of construction activities and any
proposed construction phasing.

4.

Construction Schedule – Describe the construction schedule. If the schedule extends into the wet season,
describe what activities will continue during the wet season and how the transport of sediment from the
construction site to receiving waters will be prevented.

5.

Financial/Ownership Responsibilities – Describe ownership and obligations for the project. Include bond
forms and other evidence of financial responsibility for environmental liabilities associated with construction.

6.

Engineering Calculations – Attach any calculations made for the design of such items as sediment ponds,
diversions, and waterways, as well as calculations for runoff and stormwater detention design (if
applicable). Engineering calculations must bear the signature and stamp of an engineer licensed in the
state of Washington.

7.

A responsible, certified erosion control specialist shall be identified along with the expiration of their CESCL
certification. Contact information shall be included.

6.04.04

DRAWINGS

The following is a list of items that need to be shown or otherwise addressed in the drawings.
1.

Vicinity Map – Provide a map with enough detail to identify the location of the construction site; adjacent
roads; and receiving waters.

2.

Site Map – Provide a site map(s) showing the following features. The site map requirements may be met
using multiple plan sheets for ease of legibility.
a. A legal description of the property boundaries or an illustration of property lines (including distances) in
the drawing(s).
b. The direction of north in relation to the site.
c.

Existing structures and roads, if present.

d. The boundaries and labels for the different soil types.
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e. Areas of potential erosion problems.
f.

Any on-site and adjacent surface waters, critical area, their buffers, FEMA base flood boundaries, and
Shoreline Management boundaries.

g. Existing contours and drainage basins and the direction of flow for the different drainage areas.
h. Final and interim grade contours as appropriate, drainage basins, and the direction of stormwater flow
during and upon completion of construction.
i.

Areas of soil disturbance, including all areas affected by clearing, grading, and excavation.

j.

Locations where stormwater discharges to surface waters during and upon completion of construction.

k.

Existing unique or valuable vegetation and the vegetation that is to be preserved. – See Root
Protection Standard Detail.

l.

Cut and fill slopes indicating top and bottom of slope catch lines.

m. Stockpile, waste storage, and vehicle storage/maintenance areas.
n. Total cut and fill quantities and the method of disposal for excess material.
3.

Conveyance Systems – Show on the site map the following temporary and permanent conveyance
features:
a. Locations for swales, interceptor trenches, or ditches.
b. Drainage pipes, ditches, or cut-off trenches associated with erosion and sediment control and
stormwater management.
c.

Temporary and permanent pipe invert elevations, minimum slopes, and depth of cover.

d. Grades, dimensions, and direction of flow in all ditches and swales, culverts, and pipes.
e. Details for bypassing off-site runoff round disturbed areas.
f.

Locations and outlets of any dewatering systems.

5.

Location of Detention BMPs – Show on the site map the locations of stormwater detention BMPs.

6.

Erosion and Sediment Control (ESC) BMPs – Show on the site map all major structural an nonstructural
ESC BMPs including:
a. The location of sediment pond(s), pipes, and structures.
b. Dimension pond berm widths and inside and outside pond slopes.
c.

The trap/pond storage required and the depth, length, and width dimensions.

d. Typical section views through pond and outlet structure.
e. Typical details of gravel cone and standpipe, and/or other filtering devices.
f.

Stabilization technique details for inlets and outlets.

g. Control/restrictor device location and details.
h. Stabilization practices for berms, slopes, and disturbed areas.
i.

Rock specifications and detail for rock check dam, if used.

j.

Spacing for rock check dams as required.

k.

Front and side sections of typical rock check dams.
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l.

The location, detail, and specification for silt fence.

m. The construction entrance and location.
7.

Detailed Drawings – Any structural practices used that are not referenced in the Department of Ecology’s
SWMMWW (2014) should be explained and illustrated with detailed drawings. Refer to the BMPs in
Chapter 4 of Volume II of the Department of Ecology’s SWMMWW (2014).

8.

Other Pollutant BMPs – Indicate on the site map the location of BMPs to be used for the control of
pollutants other than sediment.

9.

Monitoring Locations – Indicate on the site map the water quality sampling locations, if required by the City
or the Department of Ecology. Sampling stations shall be located in accordance with applicable permit
requirements.

10.

Notes addressing construction phasing and scheduling shall be included on the drawings. The following
standard notes shall be included:
















6.06

The implementation of these erosion/sedimentation control (ESC) plans and the
construction, maintenance, replacement, and upgrading of these ESC facilities is the
responsibility of the applicant/contractor until all construction is completed and approved
and vegetation/landscaping is established.
The ESC facilities shall be constructed prior to any grading or land clearing activity.
The boundaries of the clearing limits shown on this plan shall be clearly flagged in the
field prior to construction. During the construction period, no disturbance beyond the
flagged clearing limits shall be permitted. The flagging shall be maintained by the
applicant/contractor for the duration of construction.
The ESC facilities shown on this plan must be constructed in conjunction with all clearing
and grading activities, and in such a manner as to insure that sediment and sediment
laden water do not enter the drainage system, roadways, or violate applicable water
standards.
The ESC facilities shown on this plan are the minimum requirements for anticipated site
conditions. During the construction period, these ESC facilities shall be upgraded as
needed for unexpected storm events and to ensure that sediment and sediment-laden
water do not leave the site.
The ESC facilities shall be inspected daily by the applicant/contractor and maintained as
necessary to ensure their continued functioning.
The ESC facilities on inactive sites shall be inspected and maintained a minimum of once
a month or within the 48 hours following a major storm event.
At no time shall more than one foot of sediment be allowed to accumulate within a
trapped catch basin. All catch basins and conveyance lines shall be cleaned prior to
paving. The cleaning operation shall not flush sediment laden water into the downstream
system.
Stabilized construction entrances shall be installed at the beginning of construction and
maintained for the duration of the project. Additional measures may be required to insure
that all paved areas are kept clean for the duration of the project.
Noncompliance with the ESC requirements, water quality requirements, and/or clearing
limits may result in revocation of project permits or plan approval, and fines.

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

A maintenance schedule for constructed temporary private facilities shall be developed to ensure the continuing
intended function for the life of any such temporary private facilities and shall state the type of maintenance and
inspection to be completed, the time period for completion, and indicate the party or parties responsible for the
maintenance and inspection. This schedule shall be prepared by a Professional Engineer licensed to practice in
the State of Washington and shall be included with all required plans and permits. The schedule shall be recorded
with the County Auditor by the owner of the private facilities and a copy of the recorded document shall be
provided to the City. See Chapter 5 for maintenance requirements for permanent facilities.
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6.07

SECURITY

Per PAMC 15.28.140, the City Engineer may require the applicant to furnish security in the form of a bond, cash
escrow account, an irrevocable letter of credit, or other security which may be acceptable to the City in its sole
discretion, in an amount determined by the City Engineer to be sufficient to reimburse the City if it should become
necessary for the City to enter the property to correct conditions relating to soil instability, erosion, or
environmental damage caused by lack of or improper completion of the work. When a bond is required, an
engineer's estimate will be required to determine the amount of the bond. The amount of the bond will be a
minimum of 150% of the approved engineer’s estimate.
6.08

INSURANCE

The applicant shall comply with the insurance provisions of the Clearing and Grading Ordinance as contained in
PAMC 15.28.150.
6.09

PRE-CONSTRUCTION MEETING

Prior to any clearing, grading, filling, and/or drainage facility construction, the Contractor may be required to
conduct a pre-construction conference with City Staff to coordinate the project.
6.10

INSPECTIONS

1. All projects which include clearing, grading, filling, or drainage shall be subject to inspection by the City
Engineer or his designee, who shall be granted reasonable right of entry to the work site by the permittee.
When required by the City Engineer, special inspection of the grading operations and special testing shall be
performed by qualified professionals employed by the permittee. Inspections in conjunction with Hydraulic
Project Approvals may also be enforced by the Washington State Department of Fisheries or Wildlife.
2. Each permitted site must be inspected as necessary to ensure that the sediment control measures are
installed and effectively maintained in compliance with the approved Construction SWPPP. Where
applicable, the permittee must obtain inspection by the City at the following stages:
a. Prior to any clearing, grading, filling, drainage installations or construction (if the permitted development
site has a high potential for sediment transport as determined through plan review);
b. Following the installation of sediment control measures or practices and prior to any other land
disturbing activity;
c.

Following the establishment of any tree protection zone(s) and prior to any other land disturbing activity.

d. During the construction of stormwater management structures and permanent stormwater facilities;
e. During construction to verify proper installation and maintenance of required erosion and sediment
controls.
f.

During rough grading, including hauling of imported or wasted materials;

g. Prior to the removal or modification of any sediment control measure or facility; and
h. Upon completion of final grading (including establishment of ground covers and planting, installation of
all vegetative measures, and all other work in accordance with the approved plan and/or permit), and
prior to final approval and/or issuance of certificate of occupancy to ensure proper installation of
permanent stormwater facilities. A maintenance plan for the permanent stormwater facility must be
completed, see USSG Section 5.04.
3.

The permittee may secure the services of an engineer, subject to the approval of the City Engineer, to
inspect the construction of the facilities and provide the City with a fully documented certification that all
construction is in accordance with the provisions of the approved plan, applicable rules, regulations, permit
conditions and specifications. If inspection certification is provided to the City, then the normal inspections
performed by the City for the permit may be waived. In these cases the City shall be notified at the required
inspection points and may make spot inspections. The engineer shall use the "Engineer's Construction
Inspection Report" form attached for certification of the construction or other similar form approved by the
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City Engineer.
6.11

COMPLETION OF THE WORK

1.

Construction Changes - Whenever changes must be made to the approved plan, the changes shall be
submitted in writing to and approved by the City Engineer in advance of the construction of those changes.
The Construction SWPPP must be modified if, during inspections or investigations conducted by the
owner/operator, CESCL, others having jurisdiction or the City, it is determined that the Construction SWPPP
is ineffective in eliminating or significantly minimizing pollutants in stormwater discharges from the site. The
Construction SWPPP shall be modified as necessary to include additional or modified BMPs designed to
correct problems identified. Revisions to the Construction SWPPP shall be complete within seven (7) days
following the inspection.

2.

Final reports - Upon completion of the rough grading and at the final completion of the work, the City
Engineer may require the following reports, drawings, and supplements thereto to be prepared and
submitted by the owner and/or an appropriate qualified professional approved by the City Engineer:
a. An as-built grading plan, including original ground surface elevations, final surface elevations, lot
drainage patterns, and locations and elevations of all surface and subsurface drainage facilities.
b. A soils grading and/or geologic grading report, including locations and elevations of field density tests
and geologic features, summaries of field and other laboratory tests, and other substantiating data and
comments or any other changes made during grading and their effect on the recommendations made in
the approved grading plan.

3. Notification of completion - The permittee or his/her agent shall notify the City Engineer when the grading
operation is ready for final inspection. Final approval shall not be given until all work has been completed in
accordance with the approved Construction SWPPP and other approved plans, and the required reports
have been submitted and accepted.

- END OF CHAPTER 6
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__________________
Planning File no.

__________________
PWRKS File no.

CLEARING & GRADING PERMIT APPLICATION
The purpose of this permit and the standards that support it are to encourage site development and
economic growth within the established community-defined framework designed to preserve and
enhance the physical and aesthetic character of the City, minimize harmful impacts to our unique
northwest environment, responsibly manage our natural resources, preserve our waterways and wildlife,
and improve the overall quality of life and living standards for all residents and future generations. This
application provides some information and description of conditions that apply to this permit. A complete
description can be found within Ch. 15.28 of the City’s Code of Ordinances.

I. APPLICANT INFORMATION
Applicant Name:

__________________________

Mailing Address:
Phone:

Email: __

_____________

Applicant’s Representative:

(If other than applicant)

II. SUBJECT PROPERTY
Property Owner(s):

`

( Same as Applicant)

Property Owner Address:
Full Street Address:
Full Legal Description: __
Parcel / Geographic ID#:

Current Zoning:

Current Taxable Value of: $_________________
Land

$_________________
Existing Improvements

_____________
$___________________
Proposed Improvements

III. PLAN PREPARATION
Plan Preparer:__
Contact Name:_

_ (Architect/Engineer)
Phone: _

Email: _

IV. PROJECT BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Please provide the essential background information about the existing property and the proposed
activity and finished development. Attach additional sheets if necessary.
Please provide a brief description of the existing property and its current use:

05/2020
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Please provide a description of the development activity to be performed on the site, the purpose of
the development activity, and the expected future use of the site.

Estimate the amount of material this project will relocate (even if the excavated material (cut) will be used as fill
on-site):
______________CY
Cut

______________CY
Fill

______________CY
Cut + Fill

______________CY
Imported

_____________CY
Exported

V. ADDITIONAL PERMITS OR DOCUMENTATION
Land disturbances that are significant in nature or are located in/near a critical area require the
applicant to supply additional information beyond the scope of this application. These areas are:
Critical Areas include: environmentally sensitive areas, shorelines, and wetlands – including their
associated buffer setbacks.
Environmentally Sensitive Areas include: Aquifer recharge zones, streams or stream corridors,
frequently flooded areas, geologically hazardous areas (erosion, landslide, and seismic hazard
areas), habitat for priority species and species of concern, beaches and associated coastal drift
process areas, ravines, and marine bluffs – including their associated buffer areas.
Wetlands and their buffer areas are valuable and fragile natural resources with significant
development constraints. Every clearing and grading permit application must be accompanied
by a US Fish and Wildlife NATIONAL WETLANDS INVENTORY Map and a USDA SOIL RESOURCE
REPORT specific to the property to be developed. They can be accessed at:
https://www.fws.gov/wetlands/data/mapper.HTML
https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/WebSoilSurvey.aspx
These resources are publicly available online and are free to use. Maps should be submitted in
color print and should be oriented and scaled appropriately to show the property to be
developed and at least 500 ft. beyond in all directions.
If you answer “YES” to any of the following questions, you are required to obtain any additional permits
that apply to your project including, but not limited to, an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) permit, a
State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Determination, and/or a Wetland Permit.
_________ (Y/N) Is this project associated with the development of a parking lot designed to
accommodate more than 20 vehicles?
_________ (Y/N) Does this project involve the creation, change-in-use, replacement, and/or
resurfacing of any non-residential off-street parking?
_________ (Y/N) Is this project occurring within 200 ft. of a ravine or marine bluff?
_________ (Y/N) Is this project occurring within 250 ft. of a stream, creek, or shoreline?
2
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_________ (Y/N) Will this project perform grading or the construction of retention, detention,
infiltration, or other stormwater facilities on slopes greater than 15 percent or
within 200 feet of slopes steeper than 30 percent?
_________ (Y/N) Is the project within 300 feet of a wetland and/or are there hydric soils present on
the property? (Shown on government wetlands maps, web links above.)
_________ (Y/N) Will the project at any time temporarily or permanently block vehicular or
pedestrian traffic on City streets, sidewalks, or within the public right-of-way?
_________ (Y/N) Will the project at any time perform any work, permanent or temporary, within
the public right-of-way?
_________ (Y/N) Fill and/or excavation of 100 cubic yards or more, even if the excavated material
is used as fill on the same site. Note: Quantities of fill and excavation are
calculated separately and then added together to determine the total quantity of
material moved on site.
If you answered “NO” to all the questions above, move on to Section VI. If you answered “YES” to any of
the questions above, you may be required to obtain additional permits that apply to your project
including, but not limited to, an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) permit, a State Environmental
Policy Act (SEPA) Determination, and/or a Wetland Permit. Contact the Department of Community and
Economic Development at (360)-417-4750 to determine what additional requirements, if any, apply to
your project. Once any additional requirements have been determined, check below which ones apply
to your project:
 Enviro. Sensitive Area (ESA) Permit  Wetland Delineation

 Wetland Permit

 Geotechnical Analysis/Report

 Right-of-Way Use Permit

 Right-of-Way Const. Permit

 404 Permit (US ARMY CORP.)

 SEPA Determination

 HPA (WDFW)

 Parking Plan

 Traffic Control Plan

 Traffic Impact Analysis

 Other: ____________________________________________________________________________
CITY USE ONLY:

 ADDITIONAL PERMITS AND/OR DOCUMENTATION ARE NOT REQUIRED.
 ADDITIONAL PERMITS AND/OR DOCUMENTATION ARE REQUIRED.
__________________________________________________
Dept. of Comm. & Econ. Development

Date

Comments:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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VI. CLEARING AND GRADING PERMIT APPLICATIONS
A Clearing and Grading Permit is required prior to any of the following activities. Please circle the letter,
or letters, of the activity description that your project falls under.
A. Any clearing, filling, excavation, or grading in an environmentally sensitive area, critical area, or critical
area buffer.
B. Land disturbance of 7,000 square feet or more.
C.

Projects that result in 2,000 square feet or more of new plus replaced hard surfaces.

D. Fill and/or excavation of 100 cubic yards or more, even if the excavated material is used as fill on the same
site. Note: Quantities of fill and excavation are calculated separately and then added together to
determine the total quantity of material moved on the site.
E.

Clearing or grading that will likely penetrate the groundwater table, including the construction of ponds
and reservoirs.

F.

An excavation which is more than five feet in depth, or which creates a cut slope greater than five feet in
depth or which creates a cut slope greater than five feet in height and steeper than two units horizontal in
one unit vertical (2H:1V).

G. Any re-grading or paving on an area used for stormwater retention or detention or alteration of an
existing drainage course.
H. Any proposal to remove a tree or reduce the live crown of any tree by more than 25%, in any five-year
period, that is required to be preserved by City Code, plat condition, or other requirement.

Certain activities are exempt from the Clearing & Grading Permit requirements. The following is a list of
Clearing & Grading Permit exemptions. If you believe your project falls under one or more of the
following categories, please circle the letter(s) preceding the description and attach supporting
documentation to this application when submitted to the City for review.

VII. CLEARING AND GRADING PERMIT EXEMPTIONS
NOTE: EXEMPTIONS DO NOT APPLY IN SITUATIONS WHERE THE PROPERTY INCLUDES AN ENVIRONMENTALLY
SENSITIVE AREA (ESA). SEE SECTION V. FOR ESA APPLICABILITY.

A. Land clearing, grading, filling, sandbagging, diking, ditching, or similar work during or after
periods of extreme weather or other emergency conditions which have created situations such
as flooding or high fire danger that present immediate danger to life or property, as authorized
by the City Engineer.
B. Routine landscape maintenance of existing landscaped areas on developed lots.
C. Land disturbance that is less than 7,000 square feet except those sites meeting any of the other
applicable conditions listed above or where an adjacent area containing disturbed areas under
the same ownership or chain of ownership has been similarly exempted so that the combined
area is 7,000 sq. feet or more and final site stabilization is not complete.
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D. If a building permit is issued, no additional clearing, grading, or filling permit or associated fee
will be required; provided that the standards established in the City’s Urban Services Standards
and Guidelines shall be applied as a condition of said building permit.
E. Land clearing necessitated by order of the City Council related to the abatement of a public
nuisance, where the work is administered by the City.
F. Work performed under the direction of the City Engineer within a public right-of-way or upon an
easement, for the purpose of installing and maintaining water, storm, sewer, power, cable or
communication lines.
G. Routine maintenance of existing stormwater drainage facilities located outside of an
environmentally sensitive or other protected area, including, but not limited to,
detention/retention ponds, wet ponds, sediment ponds, constructed drainage swales, water
quality treatment facilities, such as filtration systems and regional storm facilities that are
necessary to preserve the water quality treatment and flow control functions of the facility. This
exemption does not apply to any expansion and/or modification to any existing stormwater
drainage facilities.
H. Roadway repairs and overlays within a public street right-of-way for the purpose of maintaining
the pavement, curbing, or sidewalk of existing paved roadways.
I.

Forest practices regulated under RCW 76.09. (Activities involving conversion of land to uses
other than commercial timber production are subject to clearing and grading regulations.)

J.

Cemetery graves.

K. Refuse disposal sites controlled by other regulations.
L. Mining, quarrying, excavation, processing, or stockpiling of rock, sand, gravel, aggregate, or clay
where established and provided by law provided such operations do not affect the lateral
support of or increase the stresses in or pressure upon any adjacent or contiguous property.
M. Agricultural crop management of existing and ongoing farmed areas as defined per RCW
84.34.020.
An exemption from a Clearing & Grading Permit does not exempt the person doing the work from meeting all
applicable federal, state, and local law codes, standards, guidelines, regulations, and any other permit
requirements. An exempt project is still required to meet Stormwater (SW) Management Requirements.
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VII. CLEARING AND GRADING PERMIT EXEMPTIONS CONT.
If you did not circle one or more of the above exemption categories, skip ahead to Section VIII.
If you circled one or more of the above exemption categories, please:
1. Sign below.
2. Attach any exemption supporting documentation.
3. Fill out Section VIII of this application.
4. Attach the appropriate Stormwater Management Plan documentation, and check in the box
below.
Level of Stormwater Management Required:
 MR#2 Only

 MR#1-5 (Small Project)

 MR#1-9 (Large Project)

 Exempt

The applicant hereby affirms and commits that the information submitted for this permit is
accurate and that the applicant will comply with the terms and conditions of this permit and the
City of Port Angeles Clearing and Grading Ordinance.
___________________________________________________
Signature of Applicant or Authorized Representative

_______________________________
Date

—Stop here if you have cited any Exemption(s)—
CITY USE ONLY:

 THE PROPOSED ACTIVITY IS EXEMPT: A C&G PERMIT IS NOT REQUIRED.
 THE PROPOSED ACTIVITY IS NOT EXEMPT: A COMPLETE C&G PERMIT SUBMITTAL IS
REQUIRED.
___________________________________ ___________________________________________
City Engineer

Date

Dept. of Comm. & Econ. Development

Date

Comments:_________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
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VIII. PERMIT APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
For a project to be considered and a Clearing & Grading Permit to be approved, the following
information must be provided with this completed application.
1. PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS (Applicable to all Projects).
Each application shall be accompanied by three sets of plans and specifications, including
calculations. The City Engineer may require that the plans and specifications be prepared by an
appropriate qualified professional who shall have his/her signature and stamp affixed to each
set. The plans and specifications shall include the appropriate information as follows:
A. An Existing Site Plan, to include:
• All property lines;
• Contours over the entire site (five-foot contour intervals are standard, but other intervals
may be required in specific circumstances);
• The date, basis, and datum of the contours;
• A graphic representation of existing vegetation on the site designated by its common names,
the amount of bare ground, and the amount and type of impervious material (rock and
artificial);
• The location of all existing drainage facilities, natural and man-made;
• The location and estimated capacity of any areas which impound surface water;
• The location and estimated discharge of all visible springs;
• The location of all structures, utilities, and their appurtenances, including structures and
utilities on adjacent properties when such information is reasonably available;
• Date, north arrow, and adequate scale, as approved by the City Engineer, on all maps and
plans;
• Identification of and mitigation measures for on-site areas which are subject to severe
erosion, and off-site areas which are especially vulnerable to damage from erosion and/or
sedimentation.

B. A Proposed Work Schedule, which details the following:
• Sequence for clearing, grading, filling, drainage alteration, and other land-disturbing
activities;
• On-site soil or earth material storage locations, source of import materials, and location of
the site(s) where spoils will be disposed;
• Schedule for installation and removal of all interim erosion and sediment control measures,
including vegetative measures;
• Schedule for construction of final improvements, if any;
• Schedule for the installation of required permanent erosion and sediment control devices;
• An outline of the methods to be used in clearing vegetation and in storing and/or disposing
of the cleared vegetative matter.

C. A Proposed Finished Site Plan, showing the following:
7
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• The finished contours achieved by grading (at the same intervals as the existing contours);
• The boundaries of all areas to remain undisturbed, and the identification and location of all
other vegetation shown on the plan that will remain after the completion of work;
• Drainage and related facilities to be constructed with and as a part of the proposed work;
• Boundaries of all areas where surface water runoff will be retained, detained, or infiltrated;
• The method for discharging surface water off-site, including the provisions required to
control the velocity and direction of discharge to protect downstream properties;
• The location of building setback lines, and approximate limits of cuts and fills, including but
not limited to foundations, retaining walls, and driveways;
• Location and dimensions of environmentally sensitive areas and buffer zones and other
areas to be maintained or established;
• The location and description of proposed erosion and sedimentation control devices or
structures and maintenance schedule;
• Off-site grading shall be noted on the plans, and a dated letter of permission from the
property owner of the land affected shall be provided and noted on the plans.

2. STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN (Applicable to all Projects).
The level of detail that is required for the stormwater plan and appropriate mitigation measures
to be taken are dependent on the scale, proposed activity, and location of the project. See
Section VIII to determine the stormwater management requirements for your project.
3. ADDITIONAL PROJECT INFORMATION (Typically applicable to large, special, or critically located projects).
The City Engineer may require the applicant to submit additional information when the
submitted plans and specifications and associated information are not clear enough to allow for
an adequate determination, or when special conditions are found to exist which require specific
explanation. Additional required information may include, but is not limited to, the following:
• Hydrologic and hydraulic computations of expected storm runoff entering and leaving the site for
pre-development conditions;
• Engineering geology and soils reports as needed for hydrology, hydraulics, and erosion control;
• Erosion and sediment control plan and supporting calculations;
• An engineer's cost estimate for the temporary drainage facilities and final erosion and sediment
control when such information is necessary for bonding purposes;
• Recorded Inspection and maintenance agreement;
• Letters of permission: Off-site grading shall be supported by a signed and dated letter of permission
from the affected property owner(s);
• For projects that trigger Stormwater Minimum Requirements 6 & 7, an engineer’s cost estimate of
the permanent stormwater flow control and treatment facilities is required in conjunction with a
two-year maintenance bond.
• Attached copies of other applicable Local, State, or Federal applications, checklists, and/or permits.
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IX. STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
To determine what stormwater management requirements apply to your project, please answer the
following questions.
1.

What is the legal parcel size of the property to be developed?

____________ sq. feet.

2.

What is the total area of existing on-site impervious surfaces?

____________ sq. feet.

3.

What is the total land area that will be disturbed during this project?

____________ sq. feet.

4.

What is the total area of new hard surfaces?

____________ sq. feet.

5.

What is the total area of to-be replaced hard surfaces?

____________ sq. feet.

6.

How much vegetation will be converted to lawn or landscaped area?

____________ sq. feet.

7.

How much native vegetation will be converted to pasture?

____________ sq. feet.

8.

Does the overall site being developed have 35% or more of existing impervious surfaces?
 YES: This project is considered a “re-development” project, skip down to question 13
 NO: This project is considered a “new development” project, proceed to question 9

--- New Development -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------9.

Does the project result in 5,000 sq. ft. or greater of new plus replaced hard surface?
 YES: A Large Project Stormwater Plan is required. Proceed to Check Box at bottom of page 10.
 NO: Proceed to question 10.

10. Does the project convert 32,670 sq. ft. (¾ acre) or more of vegetation to lawn or landscaped area? OR
disturb more than 1 acre of land? OR convert 2.5 acres or more of native vegetation to pasture?
 YES: A Large Project Stormwater Plan is required. Proceed to Check Box at bottom of page 10.
 NO: Proceed to question 11.
11. Does the project result in 2,000 sq. ft. or greater of new plus replaced hard surface area?
 YES: A Small Project Stormwater Plan is required. Proceed to Check Box at bottom of page 10.
 NO: Proceed to question 12.
12. Does the project have land disturbing activities of greater than 7,000 sq. ft. but less than 1 acre?
 YES: A Small Project Stormwater Plan is required. Proceed to Check Box at bottom of page 10.
 NO: Only Minimum Requirement #2 applies. Proceed to Check Box at bottom of page 10.

--- Redevelopment ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------13. Does the project add 5,000 sq. ft. or more of new hard surfaces? OR Convert 32,670 sq. ft. (¾ acre) or
more of vegetation to lawn or landscaped area? OR disturb greater than 1 acre of land? OR Convert 2.5
acres or more of native vegetation to pasture?
 YES: A Large Project Stormwater Plan is required. Proceed to Check Box at bottom of page 10.
 NO: Proceed to question 14.
14. Does this project result in 2,000 sq. ft., or more, of new plus replaced hard surface area? OR Is the land
disturbing activity greater than 7,000 sq. ft. but less than 1 acre?
 YES: Minimum Requirements #’s 1 – 5 apply to the new and replaced hard surfaces and the land
disturbed. Proceed to question 15.
 NO: Only Minimum Requirement #2 applies. Proceed to Check Box at bottom of page 10.
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15. Is the total of new plus replaced hard surfaces 5,000 sq. ft. or more, AND does the value of the proposed
improvements – including interior improvements – exceed 50% of the assessed value (or replaced value)
of the existing site improvements?
 YES: A Large Stormwater Plan is required. Proceed to Check Box at bottom of page 10.
 NO: A Small Project Stormwater Plan is required. Proceed to Check Box at bottom of page 10.

Table 1. List of Stormwater Management Minimum Requirements (MR)
WA Dept. of Ecology Minimum Requirements
MR #1 :
MR #2 :
MR #3 :
MR #4 :
MR #5 :

Preparation of stormwater site plans.
Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP).
Source control of pollution.
Preservation of Natural Drainage Systems and Outfalls.
Onsite Stormwater Management.

MR #6 :
MR #7 :
MR #8 :
MR #9 :

Runoff Treatment
Flow Control
Wetlands Protection
Operation and Maintenance

Table 2. Stormwater Management Information
Stormwater
Management
Requirement

Brief Description

MR #2 Only

A complete Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP) may be required. The project proponent must consider
all 13 Elements of Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention
and develop/implement controls for any elements that pertain to
the project.

Small Projects
Stormwater Plan
(MR #s 1-5)

Next Step
COPA Construction SWPPP Templates
•
Factsheet B
•
Worksheet B1
•
Worksheet B2
Additional Resources
USSG 6.05.03, SWMMWW Vol. 1, Ch. 2.5.5

Projects that are required to meet Minimum Requirements #s 1-5
are considered to be "Small Projects." These projects are generally
less impactful on the landscape and therefore require less
stormwater protection and mitigation efforts. These projects have
the option to use the City’s pre-engineered worksheets,
templates, and forms to construct an a-la-cart Small Stormwater
Management Plan.

COPA Small Project Stormwater Packet
•
Factsheet A
•
Worksheet A1
•
Factsheet B
•
Worksheet B1
•
Worksheet B2
•
Worksheet C
•
Worksheet D
•
Worksheet E1 or Worksheet E2
Additional Resources
USSG 5.04.01.1, SWMMWW Vol. 1, Ch. 2

Projects that are required to meet All Minimum Requirements (#s
Contact a Licensed Engineering Firm
1-9) are considered to be "Large Projects." These projects are
either impactful by design or are being developed in an
Additional Resources
environmentally sensitive and/or critical area. The project
USSG 5.04.01.2, SWMMWW Vol. 1, Ch. 2
proponent is required to retain professional engineering services
to prepare and submit a detailed report that addresses site
specific stormwater concerns and engineered solutions that meet
WA State specifications.
USSG: City of Port Angeles Urban Services and Standards Guideline, 2017 update edition. This document can be viewed and downloaded free-ofcharge at: https://wa-portangeles.civicplus.com/277/Urban-Services-Standards-Guidelines

Large Project
Stormwater Plan
(MR #s 1-9)

SWMMWW: WA State Dept. of Ecology's Stormwater Management Manual for Western Washington, 2019 update edition.

Please indicate the level of Stormwater Management your project is required to meet.
 MR#2 Only
 MR#1-5
 MR#1-9
 Exempt
(Small Project)

(Large Project)
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X. STANDARDS
No land-disturbing activity subject to the control of this permit shall be undertaken except in accordance
with the following mandatory standards:
A. Protection of property: Persons and entities conducting land-disturbing activities shall take all
reasonable measures to protect all public and private property from damage caused by such
activities.
B. Vegetation protection: Vegetation that is to be retained shall be delineated on the site plan.
C. Wetland buffers: No land-disturbing activity shall be permitted in an approved wetland buffer,
except as otherwise allowed by applicable laws and permits.
D. Graded slopes and fills: The angle for graded slopes and fills shall be no greater than the angle
which can be retained by vegetative cover or other adequate erosion control devices or
structures.
E. Ground cover: No land-disturbing activity shall be undertaken until installation of sufficient
erosion and sediment control devices to retain the sediment generated by the activity within
the boundaries of the tract during construction has been completed. Plantings or permanent
ground cover shall be provided immediately after completion of grading to sufficiently prevent
erosion.
F. Use of vegetative measures: Native plants shall be used for erosion and sediment control
wherever feasible rather than structural measures such as pipes, structures, or other devices.
G. Critical areas: Construction within critical areas and critical area buffers shall be in compliance
with Chapter 15.20 PAMC Environmentally Sensitive Areas Protection Ordinance and shall be
subject to the review of the Director of Community and Economic Development.
H. Removal of dead or diseased trees from environmentally sensitive areas or buffers is allowed
provided that:
1. The applicant submits a report from a certified arborist, registered landscape architect,
or professional forester or arborist that documents the hazard and provides a replanting
schedule for the replacement of trees;
2. Tree cutting shall be limited to delimbing and crown thinning, unless otherwise justified
by a qualified professional. Where delimbing or crown thinning does not appropriately
address the hazard, trees should be reduced in height to remove the hazard rather than
cut at or near the base of the tree;
3. All cut vegetation (tree trunks, branches, tops, etc.) shall be left within the
environmentally sensitive area or buffer unless removal is warranted due to the
potential for disease transmittal to other vegetation, or if the environmentally sensitive
area is a steep slope or marine bluff.
4. The landowner shall replace any trees that are felled or topped with new trees at a ratio
of two replacement trees for each tree felled or topped (2:1) within one (1) year in
accordance with an approved restoration plan. Tree species that are native and
indigenous to the site with a minimum caliper size of two inches shall be used for
11
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replacement. When street tree(s) are removed, replacement trees or a fee-in-lieu shall
be required in accordance with PAMC 11.13.050.
5. If a tree to be removed provides critical habitat, such as an eagle perch, a qualified
professional wildlife biologist shall be consulted to determine timing and methods or
removal that will minimize impacts; and
6. Hazard trees determined to pose an imminent threat or danger to public health or
safety, to public or private property, or serious environmental degradation may be
removed or pruned by the landowner prior to receiving written approval from the City
of Port Angeles provided that following such action, the landowner shall submit a
clearing and grading permit application accompanied by a restoration plan that
demonstrates compliance with the provisions of this title.

XI. PERMIT CONDITIONS
In granting any clearing and grading permit, the City Engineer may attach conditions reasonably
necessary to prevent erosion and sedimentation. Such conditions may include, but are not limited to,
installing walls, swales, drains, retention facilities, or other structures, planting appropriate vegetation,
installing erosion and sediment control measures or devices, furnishing necessary letters of permission
and/or easements, and specifying methods of performing the work. Such items shall be identified on the
approved grading, erosion, and sediment control or other required plans. In addition, the following shall
be conditions of all permits:
•

Install all control measures as identified in the approved plans.

•

Notify the City (417-4830) after the installation of sediment control measures or practices and at
least 48 hours before commencing any land-disturbing activity.

•

Obtain written permission from the City Engineer prior to modification of any approved plans.

•

Maintain all road drainage systems, stormwater drainage systems, Low Impact Development
(LID) facilities/BMPS, erosion control BMPs, and other facilities identified in the plans
throughout the life of the project.

•

Repair siltation or erosion damage to adjoining surfaces and drainage ways resulting from land
disturbing activities.

•

Inspect, maintain, and modify (if needed) all construction erosion control measures as needed
to assure continued performance. Perform inspections at least once each week during
construction and after each runoff producing rain event (over a 24-hour period), and
immediately make any needed repairs.

•

Allow the City to enter the site for the purpose of inspecting compliance with the plans or for
performing any work necessary to bring the site into compliance with the plans.

•

Keep an up-to-date copy of the approved plans on the site.

•

Ensure that all workmanship and materials are in accordance with City standards (USSG) and the
most recent edition of the Washington State Dept. of Transportation’s Standard Specifications
for Road, Bridge, and Municipal Construction.
12
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XII. PERMIT AWARD DETERMINATION AND FEE ESTIMATION
The applicant hereby affirms and commits that the information submitted for this permit is
accurate and that the applicant will comply with the terms and conditions of this permit and the
City of Port Angeles Clearing and Grading Ordinance.

___________________________________________________
Signature of Applicant or Authorized Representative

____________________
Date

CITY USE ONLY:

Application Determined to be Complete by City PWKS/Engineering Staff: _______________________
Initial

Application Determined to be Complete by City DCED Staff:

Date

_______________________
Initial

Date

This application for a Clearing and Grading Permit is:
 DENIED. See attached justification.
 APPROVED. This certifies that the named applicant is granted a Clearing and Grading Permit
for the work described and the purpose shown in the application. This permit is granted
subject to the terms of the agreement contained in the application, subject to the provisions
of the City of Port Angeles Municipal Code and subject to any additional conditions which are
attached to this application or as noted within. Nothing permitted hereunder shall be
deemed to override the provisions of any applicable law of the City, County, State, or Federal
Government. This permit expires one year from the date of issuance, unless otherwise
specified by the City Engineer.

__________________________________
City Engineer

Date

_______________________________________
Dept. of Comm. & Econ. Development

Date
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CITY USE ONLY:

PERMIT FEE CALCULATIONS (estimated).
Plan Review and Permit Issuance (per PAMC 3.70.110D)
1. Grading and Filling
 0 - 250 CY and < 4’ of cut/fill ($40)
 251 – 1,000 CY ($75)
 1,001 – 10,000 CY ($110)
 Greater than 10,000 CY: (add $15 for each additional 10K CY interval)
2. Clearing and Drainage
 Less than 1 Acre ($40)
 1 – 5 Acres ($75)
 Greater than 5 Acres ($15/acre)
3. Additional Plan Review ($90/hr.)
(required for changes, additions, or revisions to the approved plans)

$_______________

$_______________
$_______________

Inspections ($90/hr.) (per PAMC 3.70.110D)
1. Construction Inspections
2. Erosion and Sediment Control Inspections
3. Additional Inspections

$_______________
$_______________
$_______________

Stormwater Connections (per PAMC 3.70.110J)
1. Catchbasin or Similar ($55)
2. All other SW Connections ($135)

$_______________
$_______________

Engineering Review (per PAMC 3.70.115)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Water ($0.50 / L.F.)
Sanitary Sewer ($0.50 / L.F.)
Stormwater ($300 + $25 per acre or part thereof)
Street/Alley/Parking ($0.50 / L.F.C.L.)

___________ L.F.
___________ L.F.
___________ Acre
___________ L.F.C.L.

$_______________
$_______________
$_______________
$_______________

Dept. of Comm. & Econ. Devt. Review (per PAMC 3.70.070)
1. SEPA Checklist ($125)
2. Wetland Permit ($350)
3. Other

$_______________
$_______________
$_______________

Other
$_______________
$_______________
$_______________

1. ___________________________________
2. ___________________________________
3. ___________________________________
Total

$_______________
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Worksheet B

Construction SWPPP Narrative
Small Project Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
Narrative and Plan Submittal
Instructions: This is a template for a simplified Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

(“Construction SWPPP”). You should include your Construction SWPPP in your contract with your builder. A copy
of the Construction SWPPP must be located at the construction site or within reasonable access to the site for
construction and inspection personnel at all times. A copy of this narrative should be submitted in combination with
the Small Project SWPPP Site Plan.
Select “yes” or “no” for each question below. Answer “yes” if the statement accurately describes your project.
NOTE: If any answer below is “no” the project does not qualify as a “small” project and a full SWPPP will be required if
the project exceeds the thresholds. If the project is less than the thresholds, then Minimum Requirement #2 still applies,
but a SWPPP is not required.
Yes

No

Criteria
This project disturbs less than 1 acre and is not part of a common plan of development.
This project will create, add, or replace (in any combination) 2,000 square feet, but less than 5,000
square feet, of new plus replaced hard surface OR this project will create, add, or replace (in any
combination) 7,000 square feet or greater of land disturbing activity.
This project will move less than 100 cubic yards of material graded on site and less than 500 cubic yards
of material under the foundation of a building to be built pursuant to an approved building permit
This project site is located outside of a floodplain or shoreline designation.
This project will not adversely impact a wetland, stream or water of the state, or change a natural
drainage course.

Note: Re-development projects with replaced hard surfaces greater than 5000 sq-ft in size may qualify for use of this Small Project
SWPPP. See Urban Service Standards and Guidelines Chapter 5, Figure 5.2.

Basic Project Information
Project file number:
Property Tax Account Number(s):
Project Name:

Related Project File Number(s):

Site Address:
Total Project Area:

Total Proposed Impervious Area:

Total proposed Area to be Disturbed, Including Off-site Borrow and Fill Areas:
Total Volume of Proposed Cut and Fill:
1

Worksheet B

Construction SWPPP Narrative

Narrative: Describe the existing topography, vegetation, and drainage. Describe adjacent areas which may be affected
by site disturbance or drain to project site (streams, lakes, wetlands, residential areas, roads, etc.). Describe the downstream drainage path leading from the site to the receiving water body. Describe on-site soils.
Project Description:

2

Worksheet B

Construction SWPPP Narrative
Element 1: Preserve Vegetation / Mark Clearing Limits
The goal of this element is to preserve native vegetation and to clearly show the limits of disturbance.
This element does not apply to my project because:

The site was cleared as part of clearing activity that is subject to an enforcement action and is re-vegetated.
Restoration may be necessary to comply with Critical Area Regulations or NPDES requirements. Buffer Zones-BMP
C102 may apply if Critical Areas exist on-site and buffer zones shall be protected.
Other Reason / Additional Comments:

If it does apply, describe the steps you will take and select the best management practices (BMPs) you will use:

The perimeter of the area to be cleared shall be marked prior to clearing operation with visible flagging, orange
plastic barrier fencing and/or orange silt fencing as shown on the SWPPP site plan. The total disturbed area shall
be less than 7000 square feet. Vehicles will only be allowed in the areas to be graded, so no compaction of the
undeveloped areas will occur.
Additional Comments:

Check the BMPs you will use:
C101 Preserving Natural Vegetation

C102 Buffer Zones

C103 High Visibility Fence
3

Worksheet B

Construction SWPPP Narrative
Element 2: Construction Access

The goal of this element is to provide a stabilized construction entrance/exit to prevent or reduce or sediment
track out.
This element does not apply to my project because:

The driveway to the construction area already exists and will be used for construction access. All equipment and
vehicles will be restricted to staying on that existing impervious surface.
Other Reason / Additional Comments:

If it does apply, describe the steps you will take and select the BMPs you will use:
A stabilized construction entrance will be installed prior to any vehicles entering the site, at the location
shown on the SWPPP site plan.
Additional Comments:

Check the BMPs you will use:
C105 Stabilized Construction
Entrance / Exit

C106 Wheel Wash

C107 Construction Road /
Parking Area Stabilization
4

Worksheet B

Construction SWPPP Narrative
Element 3: Control Flow Rates

The goal of this element is to construct retention or detention facilities when necessary to protect properties
and waterways downstream of development sites from erosion and turbid discharges.
This element does not apply to my project because:
Other Reason / Additional Comments:

If it does apply, describe the steps you will take and select the BMPs you will use:
Flow rates will be controlled by using SWPPP Element 4 sediment controls and BMP T.5.13 Post-Construction Soil
Quality and Depth if necessary.
Additional Comments:

5

Worksheet B

Construction SWPPP Narrative
Element 4: Sediment Control

The goal of this element is to construct sediment control BMPs that minimize sediment discharges from the
site.
This element does not apply to my project because:
The site has already been stabilized and re-vegetated.
Other Reason / Additional Comments:

If it does apply, describe the steps you will take and select the BMPs you will use:
Sediment control BMPs shall be placed at the locations shown on the SWPPP Site Plan
Additional Comments:

Check the BMPs you will use:
C231 Brush Barrier

C233 Silt Fence

C232 Gravel Filter Berm

C234 Vegetated Strip

C235 Wattles

6

Worksheet B

Construction SWPPP Narrative
Element 5: Stabilize Soils
The goal of this element is to stabilize exposed and unworked soils by implementing erosion control BMPs.
This element does not apply to my project because:
Other Reason / Additional Comments:

If it does apply, describe the steps you will take and select the BMPs you will use:
Exposed soils shall be worked during the week until they have been stabilized. Soil stockpiles will be located within
the disturbed area shown on the SWPPP Site Plan. Soil excavated for the foundation will be backfilled against the
foundation and graded to drain away from the building. No soils shall remain exposed and unworked for more
than 7 days from May 1 to September 30 or more than 2 days from October 1 to April 30. Once the disturbed
landscape areas are graded, the grass areas will be amended using BMP T5.13 Post-Construction Soil Quality and
Depth. All stockpiles will be covered with plastic or burlap if left unworked.
Additional Comments:

Check the BMPs you will use:
C120 Temporary &
Permanent Seeding

C122 Nets & Blankets

C124 Sodding

C131 Gradient
Terraces

C121 Mulching

C123 Plastic Covering

C125 Topsoil /
Composting

C140 Dust Control

C235 Wattles

7

Worksheet B

Construction SWPPP Narrative
Element 6: Protect Slopes
The goal of this element is to design and construct cut-and-fill slopes in a manner to minimize erosion.
This element does not apply to my project because:
No cut slopes over 4 feet high or slopes steeper than 2 feet horizontal to 1 foot vertical, and no fill slopes over
4 feet high will exceed 3 feet horizontal to 1 foot vertical. Therefore, there is no requirement for additional
engineered slope protection.
Other Reason / Additional Comments:

If it does apply, describe the steps you will take and select the BMPs you will use:
Additional Comments:

Check the BMPs you will use:
C120 Temporary & Permanent
Seeding

C205 Subsurface Drains

C207 Check Dams

C204 Pipe Slope Drains

C206 Level Spreader

C208 Triangular Silt Dike
(Geotextile-Encased Check Dam)
8

Worksheet B

Construction SWPPP Narrative
Element 7: Protect Permanent Drain Inlets

The goal of this element is to protect storm drain inlets during construction to prevent stormwater runoff from
entering the conveyance system without being filtered or treated.
This element does not apply to my project because:
The site has open ditches in the right-of-way or private road right-of-way.
There are no catch basins on or near the site.
Other Reason / Additional Comments:

If it does apply, describe the steps you will take and select the BMPs you will use:
Catch basins on the site or immediately off site in the right-of-way are shown on the SWPPP Site Plan. Storm drain
inlet protection shall be installed.
Additional Comments:

Check the BMPs you will use:
C220 Storm Drain Inlet Protection
9
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Construction SWPPP Narrative
Element 8: Stabilize Channels and Outlets

The goal of this element is to design, construct, and stabilize on-site conveyance channels to prevent erosion
from entering existing stormwater outfalls and conveyance systems.
This element does not apply to my project because:
Construction will occur during the dry weather. No storm drainage channels or ditches shall be constructed either
temporary or permanent. A small swale shall be graded to convey yard drainage around the structure using a
shallow slope; it shall be seeded after grading and stabilized.
Other Reason / Additional Comments:

If it does apply, describe the steps you will take and select the BMPs you will use:
A wattle shall be placed at the end of the swale to prevent erosion at the outlet of the swale.
Additional Comments:

Check the BMPs you will use:
C202 Channel Lining

C207 Check Dams

C209 Outlet Protection

C235 Wattles
10
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Construction SWPPP Narrative
Element 9: Control Pollutants

The goal of this element is to design, install, implement and maintain BMPs to minimize the discharge of
pollutants from material storage areas, fuel handling, equipment cleaning, management of waste materials, etc.
This element does not apply to my project because:
Other Reason / Additional Comments:

If it does apply, describe the steps you will take and select the BMPs you will use:
Any and all pollutants, chemicals, liquid products and other materials that have the potential to pose a threat to
human health or the environment will be covered, contained, and protected from vandalism. All such products
shall be kept under cover in a secure location on-site. Concrete handling shall follow BMP C151.
Additional Comments:

Check the BMPs you will use:
C151 Concrete Handling

C152 Sawcutting and Surfacing Pollution Prevention

C153 Material Delivery, Storage, and Containment

C154 Concrete Washout Area
11
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Construction SWPPP Narrative
Element 10: Control De-watering

The goal of this element is to handle turbid or contaminated dewatering water separately from stormwater.
This element does not apply to my project because:
No dewatering of the site is anticipated.
Other Reason / Additional Comments:

If it does apply, describe the steps you will take and select the BMPs you will use:
Additional Comments:

Check the BMPs you will use:
C203 Water Bars

C236 Vegetated Filtration

C206 Level Spreader
12
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Construction SWPPP Narrative
Element 11: Maintain Best Management Practices

The goal of this element is to maintain and repair all temporary and permanent erosion and sediment control
BMPs to assure continued performance.
Describe the steps you will take:
Best Management Practices or BMPs shall be inspected and maintained during construction and removed within
30 days after the City Inspector or Engineer determines that the site is stabilized, provided that they may be
removed when they are no longer needed.

Element 12: Manage the Project
The goal of this element is to ensure that the full SWPPP is properly coordinate and that all BMPs are deployed
at the proper time to achieve full compliance with City regulations throughout the project.
If it does apply, describe the steps you will take and select the BMPs you will use:
The SWPPP will be implemented at all times. The applicable erosion control BMPs will be implemented in the following
sequence:
1. Mark clearing limits
2. Install stabilized construction entrance
3. Install protection for existing drainage systems and permanent drain inlets
4. Establish staging areas for storage and handling polluted material and BMPs
5. Install sediment control BMPs
6. Grade and install stabilization measures for disturbed areas
7. Maintain BMPs until site stabilization, at which time they may be removed
Additional Comments:

13
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Construction SWPPP Narrative
Element 13: Protect Low Impact Development BMPs

The goal of this element is to protect on-site stormwater management BMPs from siltation and compaction
during construction. On-site stormwater management BMPs used for runoff from roofs and other hard surfaces
include: full dispersion, roof downspout full infiltration or dispersion systems, perforated stubout connections,
rain gardens, bioretention systems, permeable pavement, sheetflow dispersion, and concentrated flow
dispersion. Methods for protecting on-site stormwater management BMPs include sequencing the construction
in a fashion to install these BMPs at the latter part of the construction grading operations, by excluding
equipment from the BMPs and the associated areas, and by using the erosion and sedimentation control BMPs
listed below.
Describe the construction sequencing you will use. Check the BMPs you will use:
Additional Comments:

C102 Buffer Zone

C103 High Visibility Fence

C233 Silt Fence

C234 Vegetated Strip

C231 Brush Barrier

Applicant Signature
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TEMPLATE
VERSION:
2016-11-29
6 MIL (MIN) CLEAR PLASTIC SHEETING

CANOPY DRIP LINE DEFINES TREE &
VEGETATION PROTECTION AREA

SANDBAGS WITH STAKES

10' MAX.

2'-0" MIN.

BURY BOTTOM OF FILTER MATERIAL
IN MINIMUM 4" X 4" TRENCH

5. CUT AS FEW ROOTS AS POSSIBLE. WHEN
YOU HAVE TO CUT, CUT CLEAN. PAINT CUT
ROOT ENDS WITH A WOOD DRESSING LIKE
ASPHALT BASE PAINT IF ROOTS WILL BE
EXPOSED FOR MORE THAN 24 HOURS.

STOCKPILES

PLACE PLASTIC IN A 12-INCH
WIDE BY 6-INCH DEEP SLOT
TRENCH AT THE TOP OF THE
SLOPE AND BACKFILL WITH SOIL

6'-0"
MAXIMUM

4'-0"
MIN.

FILTER FABRIC MATERIAL

3'-6' MAX.

3' MIN.
CONVEY RUNOFF TO
APPROVED LOCATION

SLOPES

NOTE: ANGLE SILT FENCE BACK UP THE SLOPE AT THE END OF RUN.

SEDIMENT, ORGANIC MATTER,
AND NATIVE SEEDS ARE
CAPTURED BEHIND THE ROLLS

3"- 5"

ROLL SPACING DEPENDS ON SOIL
TYPE AND SLOPE STEEPNESS

6. TUNNEL BENEATH ROOT SYSTEMS AS
CLOSE TO THE CENTER OF THE MAIN TRUNK
AS POSSIBLE TO PRESERVE MOST OF THE
IMPORTANT FEEDER ROOTS.

8"-10" DIA.

TREE & VEGETATION FENCING AROUND ENTIRE
DRIP LINE ON PERMIT SITE. ALTERNATIVE TREE
PROTECTION, IF APPROVED BY THE CITY, AS
SHOWN ON SITE PLAN

1" x 1" STAKE

VEGETATION PROTECTION
1. MINIMIZE CONSTRUCTION ZONE

NOTES:

2. PROTECT VEGETATION OUTSIDE
CONSTRUCTION ZONE WITH FENCING AS
SHOWN

MINIMUM OF 8-INCH
OVERLAP AT SEAMS

LIVE STAKE

SECTION A
SYMBOL:

FF

SYMBOL:

SP

STRAW ROLLS MUST BE PLACED
ALONG SLOPE CONTOURS

7. IF TREE ROOTS HAVE BEEN EXPOSED OR
INJURED, "PRUNE" CLEANLY WITH AN
APPROPRIATE PRUNING SAW OR LOPPERS
DIRECTLY ABOVE THE DAMAGED ROOTS
AND RECOVER WITH NATIVE SOILS.

PROVIDE ENERGY DISSIPATION
AT TOE WHEN NEEDED

BACKFILL TRENCH WITH
NATIVE SOIL OR 34"- 1.5"
WASHED GRAVEL

COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION STORMWATER CONTROL
BMP DETAILS AND REQUIREMENTS ARE LOCATED IN
VOLUME II: STORMWATER MANAGEMENT MANUAL
FOR WESTERN WASHINGTON. SHOW ALL BMPS ON
THIS PLAN SHEET THAT WILL BE USED TO ACHIEVE
THE REQUIREMENTS ABOVE.

ANCHOR WEIGHTS WITH
STAKES
CONVEY RUNOFF TO
APPROVED LOCATION

2'-0" MIN.

POST SPACING MAY
BE INCREASED TO 8'
IF WIRE BACKING IS
USED

ORANGE MESH OR
CHAIN LINK FENCE

6 MIL (MIN) CLEAR PLASTIC
SHEETING

10' MAX.

10'-25'

4. MODIFICATIONS OF THESE REQUIREMENTS
BY APPROVAL OF THE CITY

CONVEY RUNOFF TO APPROVED LOCATION

POSTS 12" MIN. DEPTH

ADJACENT ROLLS
SHALL TIGHTLY ABUT

2. KEEP IN PLACE FOR THE DURATION OF
CONSTRUCTION
3. NO SOIL DISTURBANCE OR ACTIVITY
ALLOWED WITHIN FENCED AREA, SUCH AS
MATERIAL STORAGE/STOCKPILING,
PARKING, EXCAVATION, DUMPING OR
WASHING

SOIL BERM
STRAW BALES

- PRESERVE VEGETATION / MARK CLEARING LIMITS
- ESTABLISH CONSTRUCTION ACCESS
- CONTROL FLOW RATES
- INSTALL SEDIMENT CONTROLS
- STABILIZE SOILS
- PROTECT SLOPES
- STABILIZE SOILS
- PROTECT SLOPES
- PROTECT DRAIN INLETS
- STABILIZE CHANNEL AND OUTLETS
- CONTROL POLLUTANTS
- CONTROL DEWATERING
- MAINTAIN BMPs
- MANAGE THE PROJECT
- PROTECT LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT BMPs

3'-4'

BMP C235. WATTLES

1. MUST BE INSTALLED PRIOR TO DEMOLITION
OR GROUND DISTURBANCE

STRAW WATTLE

2" X 2" X 14ga WIRE FABRIC OR
EQUIVALENT,
IF STANDARD STRENGTH FABRIC USED

TREE PROTECTION FENCING

SYMBOL:

VEG

1. STRAW ROLL INSTALLATION REQUIRES THE PLACEMENT AND
SECURE STAKING OF THE ROLL IN A TRENCH, 3" x 5" DEEP, DUG ON
CONTOUR.
2. RUNOFF MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO RUN UNDER OR AROUND ROLL.

SYMBOL:

CS

STRAW WATTLES
NTS

BMP C105. STABILIZED CONSTRUCTION ENTRANCE/EXIT

D

OA

.R

IST

EX

PR

OJ

EC
TD
EP

APPLICANT PLAN SET

2" X 2" WOOD POSTS,
STEEL FENCE POSTS,
OR EQUIVALENT

SHOW TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT BEST
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPS) IN THE PLAN VIEW
OF THIS SHEET THAT WILL ACCOMPLISH THE
FOLLOWING MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS. THE BMPS
SHOWN IN THE PLAN VIEW OF THIS PLAN ARE THE
MINIMUM REQUIRED. ADDITIONAL BMPS ARE
REQUIRED WHEN MINIMUM CONTROLS ARE NOT
SUFFICIENT TO PREVENT EROSION OR TRANSPORT
OF SEDIMENT OR OTHER POLLUTANTS FROM THE
SITE.

TREE & VEGETATION PROTECTION

BMP C123. PLASTIC COVERING
JOINTS IN FILTER FABRIC SHALL BE
SPLICED AT POSTS. USE STAPLES, WIRE
RINGS OR EQUIVALENT TO ATTACH
FABRIC TO POSTS.

CONSTRUCTION STORMWATER AND
POST CONSTRUCTION SOIL MANAGEMENT PLAN

BMP C233. SILT FENCE
THIS PLAN IS REQUIRED FOR ALL PROJECTS WITH 2,000
SQUARE FEET OR MORE OF NEW PLUS REPLACED HARD
SURFACE OR 7.000 SQUARE FEET OR GREATER OF
LAND-DISTURBING ACTIVITY

EN

DE
N

T

INSTALL DRIVEWAY CULVERT IF THERE
IS A ROADSIDE DITCH PRESENT

4"-8" QUARRY SPALLS, 4-INCH COURSE OF ASPHALT
TREATED BASE, OR USE EXISTING PAVEMENT

15'

.
MIN

GEOTEXTILE FABRIC
12" MIN. THICKNESS

BMP T5.13. POST-CONSTRUCTION SOIL QUALITY AND DEPTH
AT THE END OF PROJECT, ALL AREAS DISTURBED AND NOT COVERED WITH AN IMPERVIOUS
SURFACE MUST BE AMENDED PER THE SOIL AMENDMENT DETAIL BELOW.
Ø LABEL ALL AREAS DISTURBED AND NOT COVERED WITH AN IMPERVIOUS SURFACE,

INCORPORATED INTO A DRAINAGE FACILITY, OR ENGINEERED AS A STRUCTURAL FILL OR
SLOPE. SEE DEFINITIONS BELOW. DO NOT REFERENCE AN ALTERNATE PLAN SHEET.
Ø PROVIDE AN ESTIMATE OF THE VOLUME OF COMPOST REQUIRED. THE ACTUAL VOLUME OF

COMPOST REQUIRED WILL BE DETERMINED IN THE FIELD.

·

NON-DISTURBED AREA (ND): VEGETATED AREAS THAT WILL NOT BE SUBJECT TO LAND
DISTURBING ACTIVITY DO NOT REQUIRE SOIL AMENDMENT IF THEY ARE FENCED AND
CONTINUOUSLY PROTECTED THROUGHOUT CONSTRUCTION. THE FENCING MUST BE IN
PLACE AT THE FIRST GROUND DISTURBANCE INSPECTION. NO DISTURBANCE, INCLUDING
VEHICLE TRAFFIC OR MATERIAL STORAGE, IS ALLOWED IN THESE AREAS UNTIL FINAL
INSPECTION. LABEL THESE AREAS AS (ND) IN THE PLAN VIEW.

·

SOIL AMENDMENT AREA (SA): VEGETATED OR COMPOST AREAS (TURF AND LANDSCAPE)
MUST BE AMENDED PER THE SOIL AMENDMENT DETAIL AND THE SUBSOIL MUST BE
LOOSENED. THIS INCLUDES AREAS IMPACTED BY CLEARING AND GRADING, STOCKPILING,
SITE ACCESS, PATHWAYS AND MATERIALS OR EQUIPMENT STORAGE. LABEL THESE
AREAS AS (SA) IN THE PLAN VIEW.

TURF (LAWN) AREAS

PLANTING BEDS
2" MULCH

GRASS: SEED OR SOD
0"

1 3/4" OF COMPOST
INCORPORATED INTO
SOIL TO 8" DEPTH

3" OF COMPOST
INCORPORATED INTO
SOIL TO 8" DEPTH

SUBSOIL SCARIFIED
4" BELOW COMPOST
AMENDED LAYER (12"
BELOW SOIL
SURFACE)

8"

SUBSOIL SCARIFIED 4"
BELOW COMPOST
AMENDED LAYER (12"
BELOW SOIL
SURFACE)

12"

DATE:

11/29/2016

ADDRESS:

O:\proj\Y2015\15-06024-000\Draft Cad\Tool#3_SWPPPDetails.dwt | 12/1/2016 11:31 AM | Rayna Gleason

DEFINITIONS:

PROJECT NUMBER:

CITY OF PORT ANGELES

CE

SYMBOL:

NOTES:

1.

SYMBOL:

REQUIRED ON ALL AREAS SUBJECT TO CLEARING AND GRADING THAT
HAVE NOT BEEN COVERED BY AN IMPERVIOUS SURFACE, INCORPORATED
INTO A DRAINAGE FACILITY OR ENGINEERED AS STRUCTURAL FILL OR
SLOPE.

SA

AREA REQUIRING SOIL AMENDMENT

ND

NON-DISTURBED AREA (SOIL AMENDMENT NOT
REQUIRED)

ONE SQUARE = FIVE FEET (1"=5')

SMALL PROJECT CONSTRUCTION STORMWATER POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN (SWPPP) TEMPLATE

CHECK
SCALE
USED:

ONE SQUARE = TEN FEET (1"=10')
ONE SQUARE = TWENTY FEET (1"=20')

NOTE: THIS PLAN IDENTIFIES THE MINIMUM MEASURES REQUIRED; ADDITIONAL MEASURES MAY BE REQUIRED BASED ON CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND ACTUAL AREA OF DISTURBANCE.

NORTH ARROW
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ZONE C;
DIA=2X

ZONE B;

TRENCHTNG/EXCAVATTON

DIA=X

ZONE A (CRITICAL ROOT ZONE)
1. NO DISTURBANCE ALLOWED WITHOUT SITE_SPECIFIC
INSPECTION AND APPROVAL

ZONE A

DtA=1/2x

OF METHODS TO MINIMIZE

ROOT DAMAGE

2,
5.

SEVERANCE OF ROOTS LARGER THAN 2" DIA REQUIRES
ENGINEER'S APPROVAL
TUNNELING REQUIRED TO INSTALL LINES
BELOW

3'-0"

GRADE OR DEEPER

zoNE B (ORrpLrNr)
1. ZONE B FOR ASYMMTTRICAL
2.

COLUMNAR AND NARROW

coNlCAL TREE FORMS. ZONE B
,I
EVERY " OF TRUNK DIAMEÍER,

= 1' RADIUS FOR

TUNNELING MAY BE REQUIRED FOR TRENCHES DEEPER
THAN 5,_0".

PLAN

APPROVED BY
CITY ENGINEER
FILE NAME: TREE PROTECT|ON

DATE

t/î/

:

REVISED

:
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